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A Daily Protection Prayer for Ritual Abuse Survivors
(Updated 7-24-22)
This prayer is especially designed for Christian ritual abuse survivors to pray every morning
and evening or when under attack to diminish spiritual activity occurring in or against them. 1
Ancient of Days, I come before You as Your child, redeemed by the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ. I thank You that
through it He paid for my salvation and provided for my complete victory over every aspect of Lucifer’s schemes and
bondages in my life. Therefore, I boldly ask that You separate from every part of my humanity every evil, ungodly,
or hybrid entity and every human spirit of whatever type, rank of elevation, combination, or complexity as
well as all usurped powers, forces, energies, lights, life forces, mists, winds, and slimes. I ask that You forbid
all separated beings to hear, see, speak, or act against me or anyone or thing connected to me. I declare to You
my desire to be totally cleansed of everything of an evil or ungodly nature, and I ask You in Your mercy to
issue restraining orders against them until I know the things I need to renounce in order to get rid of them
permanently.
I also ask You to disconnect all parts of me; along with all manipulated molecular structures and life forms;
all robotic, electronic, or mechanical creatures; and all artificial intelligence devices of any kind that are
associated with me; from all computers, handlers, life force and power supplies, power hubs, the master power
cord, Horus, Baphomet, the laboratories of the underworld, and all evil spiritual or ungodly lines, planes, grids,
networks, and satellite systems. I also ask You to close all portals, channels, shafts, and other ungodly openings
allowing access to any part of me by foreign entities, spiritual weaponry, or powers or energies of any kind.
Please also inactivate all internal powers, energies, and spiritual weaponry of any kind, including mists and
fogs, from being able to affect me or anyone around me.
I also ask You to take authority over and completely restrain, contain, disempower, and/or inactivate every
evil, ungodly, hybrid, and artificial entity as well as every artificial structure, device, transport, surveillance,
and/or attack mechanism and evil spiritual weapon, including every attachment and attachment to an
attachment, connected to any person and/or human spirit of whatever type, rank of elevation, combination, or
complexity that would be involved in any plot of evil or harm against me, including every demigod in my
generational lines and any demigod, counterfeit savior, or artificial parts of myself or any other cult survivor
or member who knows me. Please also scramble all plans made against me in the physical realm and dispatch
Your divine bodyguards as needed.
I also ask You to nullify with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ all curses sent against me and to block or
neutralize every form of witchcraft and every kind of power, energy, or spiritual weapon sent against me or
attempted to be downloaded into me.
I also ask in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ that You put a firewall of protection completely around me and
every aspect of my life; including my health, strength, time, sleep, resources for daily living, friends and other
relationships, vehicle, pets, property, home, and all that is in it; including all electronic equipment and electrical
appliances and its plumbing, heating, and air conditioning systems; as well as all water, phone, and power lines
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The effectiveness of this prayer may depend on a number of factors, including whether the survivor has an Original Self that
has been taken captive by Lucifer and thus is not in agreement with what is prayed. In addition, while the spiritual connections of
high-level, cult-loyal parts in the person as well as other human and artificial dynamics operating internal or external to the DID
system are addressed in this prayer, spiritual authority over these dynamics is not always assured.

and wireless communication of every kind flowing through my home and property so that no evil, ungodly,
hybrid, human, or artificial entity or usurped power, force, energy, light, life force, mist, wind, slime, crystal,
or anything else from the realm of darkness can penetrate my house, my property, or wherever I am to attack
or harass me directly or indirectly through these means or any other means.
Please cleanse my entire home (or the building that I am in) of all of these things, including all transport,
surveillance, and attack entities and devices of any kind. Please remove all of these from my entire property
as well and completely block all access to me by any of them, including from above, below, the North, the
South, the East, and the West.
I declare before You and to the entire spiritual realm that I will not shrink from death because of my faith in
You, the one True God.2
I ask You, Ancient of Days, to declare from Your heavenly throne that all assignments, pre-emptive strikes,
retributions, and retaliations sent against me from any realm are cancelled in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ,
including any made because of my requests in this prayer.
Lord Jesus Christ, I ask You to intercede on my behalf for whatever other ways I need to be protected from all
evil and harm coming against me. Please cover me with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ and surround me
with Your protecting, warring, and ministering angels, as needed.
I pray this in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, Amen.
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According to Revelation 12:11, this is necessary to overcome the highest levels of evil spiritual beings, including
Satan/Lucifer.

